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Abstract—Educational remote laboratories are a software
and hardware tool that allows students to remotely access real
equipment located in universities as if they were in a hands-on-lab
session. Their integration in Content and Learning Management
Systems (CMSs or LMSs) has been an active research topic for
years, supporting mainly ad hoc solutions. A notable exception
has been the use of federation protocols –commonly used for
sharing laboratories from one university to other–, for actually
sharing laboratories from a remote laboratory system to a
C/LMS. This approach opened new doors in the simpliﬁcation
of the process, since it did not require the remote laboratories
to make any type of change. The focus of this contribution is
to provide a solution to decrease the number of functionalities
required for creating an integration by providing a software
component that reuses them. As shown in the contribution, this
component has been implemented and two remote laboratory
management systems (which provide access to multiple remote
laboratories) are already supported, and a third one is under
development. In the C/LMS side, all the LMSs supporting IMS
LTI are supported, and HTTP APIs are provided for being
supported by other systems. Indeed, the contribution describes
its support in the Joomla CMS and in the Moodle 1.9 and
dotLRN LMSs which do not support IMS LTI. The solution,
called gateway4labs, is an open source initiative which targets to
be used in production.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

An Educational Remote Laboratory is a software and hardware solution that enables students to access real equipment
located in their institution, as if they were in a hands-on-lab
session. There are many kinds of remote laboratories, including
ﬁelds such as Physics, Electronics, Robotics or Chemistry.
Once these laboratories are available through the Internet, it
becomes possible to share them with other universities. Given
that both traditional and remote laboratories pass long time unused (nights, weekends, weeks which no practical lessons. . . ),
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if University A shares two laboratories with University B and
vice versa, then both have 4 labs with similar maintenance
costs. For this reason, remote laboratories federations have
been explored and been used in production for years.
Integrations of remote laboratories on Content Management Systems (CMSs) or Learning Management Systems
(LMSs) –in the rest of the document, C/LMS– have been
addressed in the literature. The focus is to integrate remote
laboratories (which are educational resources after all) into
LMSs (which is where the students and teachers meet and
where students ﬁnd other educational resources). While this
integration has always been a relevant topic in the area of
remote laboratories, most solutions in the literature have been
ad-hoc: this remote laboratory developed in University A is
integrated in the LMS used in University A and will not
work with other C/LMSs. Not supporting this integration
forces remote laboratory systems to duplicate certain structures
(e.g., authorization) commonly already available in the C/LMS.
Additionally, the user experience would be improved if the
remote laboratories were treated as yet another educational
resource in the LMS.
Last year, the usage of remote laboratories federations
for the integration of remote laboratories in C/LMSs was
proposed and evaluated [1]. In that contribution, a particular
remote laboratory management system (WebLab-Deusto) was
integrated in one LMS (Moodle) and one CMS (Joomla) to
validate that federation protocols enable this integration in a
simple approach. While the approach of using federation for
this integration was novel, and it was noticeable that it did not
require changes on the remote laboratory management system,
it still required much of the logic to be implemented as plugins in the different C/LMSs.
The focus of this contribution is to present a novel and open

B. Remote Laboratory Management Systems
Every remote laboratory manages at least a subset of the
following features: authentication, authorization, scheduling
users to ensure exclusive accesses -typically through a queue
or calendar-based booking-, user tracking and administration
tools. These features are common to most remote laboratories,
and are actually independent of the particular remote laboratory settings. For example, an authentication and queuing
system is valid both for an electronics laboratory and for a
chemistry laboratory.

Fig. 1. Robot laboratory [2]. At the left, the mobile robot itself. At the right,
the user interface once the program has been submitted.

source software component, called gateway4labs, that makes it
possible to support different LMSs through the use of IMS LTI,
as well as other systems (such as LMSs not supporting LTI, or
CMSs) with lighter plug-ins than it was in that contribution.
This component also supports a set of plug-ins for integrating
new remote laboratory management systems, so it is extensible
in both sides. It has been evaluated testing it in Moodle LMS
(through IMS LTI), the .LRN LMS (without IMS LTI) and the
Joomla CMS.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces the
concepts of remote laboratory, remote laboratory management
system and remote laboratory federation. Then, Section III
shows what integrations of remote laboratories in C/LMSs are
available in the literature. Section IV explains the proposed
solution and the analyzed use cases. Finally, Section VI
describes the conclusions and the future work.
II.

R EMOTE L ABORATORIES F EDERATIONS

For this reason, Remote Laboratory Management Systems
(RLMSs) arose. These systems (e.g., MIT iLabs1 , WebLabDeusto2 or Labshare Sahara3 ) provide development toolkits
for developing new remote laboratories, as well as management tools and common services (authentication, authorization,
scheduling mechanisms). The main idea is that by adding a
new feature to one of them (e.g., supporting LDAP, or LMSs),
all the laboratories which are developed on top of them will
support this feature automatically.
C. Federating Remote Laboratories
One of the features that RLMSs started supporting was
federating their remote laboratories. For example, if two universities (University A and University B) install a particular
RLMS, they support federation protocols so University A
shares a laboratory with students of University B without
knowing these students. The key here is that the provider
university does not need to register particular students, but
rather groups or simply universities. It is the consumer system
who deﬁnes that a set of local users can access a particular
laboratory of the provider system.
Therefore, the relationship between two federated entities
is the following:
•

This section introduces the concepts of Remote laboratories, Remote Laboratory Management Systems and remote
laboratory federations.

The consumer system manages the authentication and
authorization of its students.

•

The provider system manages the scheduling and the
access to the laboratories, storing what the users did.

A. Remote Laboratories

•

The consumer system will later ask for results to the
provider system.

•

In every moment, the provider system does not need
to know anything related to the particular students.

A remote laboratory is a software and hardware tool that
allows students to remotely access real equipment located in
the university. Users access this equipment as if they were
in a traditional hands-on-lab session, but through the Internet.
To show a clear example, Figure 1 shows a mobile low cost
robot laboratory described in [2]. Students learn to program
a Microchip PIC microcontroller, and they write the code at
home, compile it with the proper tools, and then submit the
binary ﬁle to a real robot through the Internet. Then, students
can see how the robot performs with their program through
the Internet (e.g., if it follows the black line according to the
submitted program, etc.) in a real environment.
In this line, there are many examples and classiﬁcations in
the literature [3], [4]. Indeed, remote laboratories were born
nearly two decades ago [5], [6], [7], and since then they have
been adopted in multiple ﬁelds: chemistry [8], [9], physics
[10], [11], electronics [12], [13], robotics [14], [15] and even
nuclear reactor [16].

D. Relevance
Remote Laboratories have been considered as part of the
Five Major Shifts in 100 years of Engineering Education in the
Special Centennial Issue of the Proceedings of the IEEE [17],
in respect to the inﬂuence of Information Communications and
Computational Technologies.
In particular, the interest on federation of remote laboratories is growing. The Labshare project survey [18], made on all
34 Australian universities offering undergraduate engineering
programs, reﬂects that the interviewed executives were more
1 http://ilab.mit.edu/
2 http://www.weblab.deusto.es
3 http://labshare-sahara.sf.net

interested in getting involved for the pedagogic merits of the
remote laboratories, and were more inclined on initially being
laboratory consumers than providers. Indeed, the European
Union Commission is investing 60 million euros in research
actions, projects and network of excellences in TechnologyEnhanced Learning (TEL), under the objective ICT-2011.8.1
of the call FP7-ICT-2011-8. One of the target outcomes is
precisely “Supporting European wide federation and use of
remote laboratories and virtual experimentations for learning
and teaching purposes”4 . Indeed, the IP project Go-Lab5 ,
funded by this call with 10 million euros, aims to support a
wide federation of remote and virtual laboratories. Parallel and
related efforts have been placed on systems that index remote
laboratories located at different institutions such as lab2go [19]
or even grant access to laboratories as LiLa [20], [21], [22].
III.

E XISTING I NTEGRATION OF R EMOTE L ABORATORIES
L EARNING / C ONTENT M ANAGEMENT S YSTEMS

IN

The relevance of this ﬁeld is that, as detailed in [23], there
are several services duplicated between remote laboratories and
learning management systems. The administration and user
experience would increase if they were merged. Both systems usually support user authentication, authorization, group
management, administrative tools, user tracking, and even
scheduling. Some integration approaches suggest to delegate
all these services to the LMS, but some of these services
will still be at least shared, such as scheduling (especially
when federation systems arise) or user tracking (since some
interactions with the remote laboratory might occur outside
the scope of the web browser).
There are two types of solutions in the literature for using
Remote laboratories in C/LMSs: ad-hoc solutions or based on
federation protocols.
A. Ad-hoc Solutions
In order to integrate remote laboratories and LMSs, [3]
discusses the usage of SCORM and [21] implements an
architecture around it. This technology is designed to be
supported by different LMSs and indeed multiple LMSs have
implemented different versions. However, since it is a clientside technology and therefore it cannot contain any server
code, it does not support a secure way to exchange credentials,
ensure reservations or return results to the LMS.
Other approach is to develop an ad-hoc plug-in to include a
particular remote laboratory on a LMS, applying the required
changes in the remote laboratory [24]. This approach is common in the literature, and sometimes it is implemented by just
copying or exchanging the users among both systems. Within
the ﬁeld of integrating remote laboratories on electronic tools
appears the integration of remote laboratories on CMSs. In
[25], the remote laboratory relies on Joomla to perform all the
administrative tasks. This approach is interesting since it does
not duplicates all the tasks refered in [23]. However, it is an
example of an ad-hoc integration which does not support the
integration of other remote laboratories neither the integration
on other CMSs.
4 http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/telearn-digicult/telearn-objectives
5 http://www.go-lab-project.eu/

en.html

B. Federated Solutions
In [1], it was proposed other approach to integrate remote
laboratories in C/LMSs, relying on the existing federation
protocols already existing in certain RLMSs. The advantage of
this approach is that indeed, federation protocols have the same
targets as the integration protocols of remote laboratories in
C/LMSs, where the consumer system is the C/LMS. Indeed, if
in the description of federations presented in Section II-C, the
term consumer system was replaced by C/LMS, the following
description would be presented, which applies very well to the
deﬁnition of integration of remote laboratories in C/LMSs:
•

The C/LMS manages the authentication and authorization of its students.

•

The provider system manages the scheduling and the
access to the laboratories, storing what the users did.

•

The C/LMS will later ask for results to the provider
system.

•

In every moment, the provider system does not need
to know anything related to the particular students.

So as to demonstrate this, [1] presented two use cases, both
using the WebLab-Deusto RLMS and using plug-ins which
consumed the federation protocol for two C/LMSs: Joomla and
Moodle. In both cases, the development was dependent on the
federation protocol of WebLab-Deusto, and two C/LMS plugins which required some administration tasks (for managing
the authentication and authorization) were required. The use
of federation for integrating different tools has also been
addressed in the literature [26].
IV.

D ISCUSSION

As it was already presented in [1], it is possible to use federation protocols to integrate remote laboratories in C/LMSs.
However, the solution presented in that contribution was only
suitable for those particular systems (WebLab-Deusto, Joomla,
Moodle). However, RLMSs need to support multiple C/LMSs,
since they are installed in multiple universities which may use
different C/LMSs.
If 3 C/LMSs were aimed, and 2 RLMSs were attempted
to be supported, then 6 integrations (and testing) would be
required. This does not only increases the time required to
support other systems, but also decreases the chances of doing
such implementations until it is well known that somebody is
going to require them.
Another problem is that these C/LMSs plug-ins shared
certain logic. Concepts such as course A and course B have
permission on laboratory L needed to be implemented in all of
them. The implementation and maintenance of the federation
protocols of the RLMSs was also required, and it is not a
trivial task.
However, let us assume that there was a new component
in the middle, between RLMSs and C/LMSs. C/LMSs would
build plug-ins aiming this middle component, instead of focusing on a particular RLMS. This component might have a
plug-in system, and RLMSs would do the work of developing
plug-ins for it, instead of focusing on particular C/LMSs.

The result would be that only 3 C/LMS plug-ins would
be required for supporting all the RLMSs that had developed
plug-ins. In the same way, 2 RLMS plug-ins would be required
for supporting all the C/LMSs. Using this approach, if a RLMS
is deployed in a location where a fourth C/LMS was used, it
would be easy that they developed the support for that C/LMS.
The interesting point is that once they do it, all the supported
RLMS (present and future) beneﬁt from this. In the same way,
if a RLMS aimed to be supported using this system, it would
suddenly be available for all the C/LMSs supported by this
component.
Furthermore, once the component supports other existing
protocols, RLMSs can be used by them automatically. For
example, several LMSs support IMS Basic LTI, which is a
standard for interoperability among Learning Tools. Once the
component supported Basic LTI, RLMSs could be used by
those LMSs supporting Basic LTI without any plug-in or
change in the LMS, as it is evaluated in the next section. This
approach also opens new opportunities. The GLUE! architecture [27] supports that certail tools (where gateway4labs could
be a tool) are consumed by other systems, such as Mediawiki
or LAMS. While not tested, it is theorically possible to connect
both architectures in a seamless way to beneﬁt each other and
extend their tools to be connected.
The target of this contribution is precisely to propose and
demonstrate that it is possible to develop such a canonical
component, and this improves the current state of integrations
of remote laboratories in C/LMSs.
V.

E VALUATION

So as to evaluate, such component has been implemented
and released under an Open Source license, and it has
been called gateway4labs6 . A number of plug-ins to support
C/LMSs and RLMSs have been implemented. This section describes this component and how this addresses the contribution
of this statement and analyzes it.

Finally, students enrolled in those courses are automatically
enabled to use those laboratories.
The LabManager is Open Source so it can be deployed
in each institution, but also the RLMS side can install it to
enable access to those universities interested in consuming
their laboratories.
B. Consumer side
In the C/LMS side there are two supported approaches:
IMS LTI or plug-ins in the C/LMSs by using a RESTful HTTP
interface.
The LabManager implements IMS LTI (Learning Tools
Interoperability, a standard developed by IMS), so any C/LMS
implementing it can consume the LabManager and therefore,
all the laboratories supported by those supported RLMSs. At
the time of this writing, this includes Moodle since its 2.2
release, as well as Blackboard, Sakai, WebCT among others.
This way, all these LMSs will automatically support all the
supported RLMSs directly, without implementing any type of
plug-in.
However, not all the C/LMSs support IMS LTI. Ilias,
dotLRN, older versions of Moodle still used in production, and
most CMSs do not support it. For this reason, gateway4labsalso
provides a simple bidirectional HTTP interface that can be
consumed by other systems.
The following is a sample request which the C/LMS must
perform to the LabManager, stating that there is a valid user
called “john” (which neither the LabManager or the RLMS
know), authenticated in the C/LMS, who is requesting the
laboratory identiﬁed as “robot” for that particular C/LMS. This
student is enrolled in a set of courses as student.
POST /gateway4labs/labmanager/requests/ HTTP/1.0
Authorization: Basic dW5lZDpwYXNzd29yZA==
{
"user-id"
: "john",
"full-name" : "John Doe",
"is-admin"
: true,
"user-agent" : "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Ubuntu; ...",
"origin-ip" : "192.168.1.1",
"referer"
: "http://.../",
"courses"
: {
"01"
: "s",
"02"
: "s",
"03"
: "t", // "t" = teacher, "s" = student
"04"
: "s",
},
"request-payload" : "{
’action’
: ’reserve’,
’laboratory’ : ’robot’,
}"

A. Overall design
The architecture of gateway4labsis described in Figure 2.
In the middle, there is a component called LabManager. Then,
there are two parts:
•

The C/LMS side or consumer side, where the different
C/LMSs implement one of the supported protocols.
The LabManager is not aware of the particular type
of C/LMS which consumes it.

•

The RLMS side, or provider side, where the different
RLMSs are managed. The LabManager has a single
plug-in for each RLMS, and the RLMSs remain unchanged, since their federation protocols are used.

The LabManager has a registry per each C/LMS, and it is
aware of what courses are in each of them. The LabManager
administrator conﬁgures what laboratories are available in each
RLMS, and what C/LMSs have permissions on which laboratories. Then, when an administrator of the C/LMS system
enters in the LabManager, he can select which courses will
get permissions to each laboratory available for that C/LMS.
6 http://github.com/gateway4labs

}

The LabManager relies on the C/LMS for guaranteeing
this information. With it, it can check the permissions of
those courses to see whether the user can use the “robot”
laboratory or not, and this laboratory has previously been
mapped by the LabManager administrator to a particular
RLMS. These courses have previously been added by the
C/LMS administrator in the LabManager, using other HTTP
interface, but this time provided by the C/LMS through a plugin.
It is important to remark that this protocol is between the
C/LMS server and the LabManager. This way, the information
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Fig. 2.

Architecture of gateway4labs

is securely submitted, but it is required to modify the C/LMS
(usually through a plug-in) to do this.
To make the development of this task easier in the case of
LMSs, it is optionally possible to rely on SCORM. SCORM is
a standard well supported in LMSs which enables instructors
to upload contents in a generic format. This format does
not support server side code and therefore any solution only
relying on it will be insecure. However, the LMS plug-in
could implement a simple HTTP API deﬁned by gateway4labs,
which enables SCORM objects to be shared among different
LMSs supporting gateway4labs. This way, the SCORM objects
call this HTTP API, which is implemented by the particular
LMS plug-in and calls the HTTP interface explained above at
the LabManager. This way, the LMS plug-in remains small,
since even the contents are developed by the instructors.
Unfortunately, for CMSs or systems not supporting SCORM,
the user interface must be implemented from scratch.
The IMS LTI approach has been tested with Moodle 2.3,
without requiring any development at LMS level (no plugin was required). The HTTP interface approach has been
tested with two LMSs (Moodle 1.9 and dotLRN, both using
the SCORM approach mentioned above), and with one CMS
(Joomla, without using SCORM).

C. Provider side
The provider side refers to the part of the LabManager
which supports the different RLMSs. At the time of this
writing, a simple interface has been deﬁned, and two implementations have been developed on top of it. The interface
basically deﬁnes operations such as: what laboratories do you
provide? and perform a reservation to a user called “John”
to the “Robot laboratory”, relying on the RLMS federation
protocol. The RLMS trusts the LabManager and does not need
to know “John”. The RLMS generates a URL which is passed
to the user through the LabManager, and therefore the user
will ﬁnally go to the RLMS with the scheduled session.
At the time of this writing, this interface is always requesting an access now, so it ﬁts very well with queueing systems,
where students are granted URLs which make students wait
in the queue until they use it. However, it has not yet been
deﬁned its counterpart for calendar-based booking.
The two plug-ins developed for supporting RLMSs are
WebLab-Deusto and FCEIA-UNR. WebLab-Deusto [28] is a
pure RLMS on top of which multiple remote laboratories have
been developed, mainly in the University of Deusto (Spain)
but also in other universities. FCEIA-UNR [29] is a remote
laboratory developed in the Universidad Nacional de Rosario
(UNR, Argentine).
Support for MIT iLabs is still under development at the

TABLE I.
S UPPORTED C/LMS S AND LINES OF CODE .
A DMINISTRATION PAGES LINES OF CODE INCLUDED .
C/LMS
Moodle 2.3 (and others)
Moodle 1.9
dotLRN
Joomla

TABLE II.

Type
LMS
LMS
LMS
CMS

Approach
IMS LTI
HTTP + SCORM
HTTP + SCORM
HTTP

Lines of code
0
504
708
676

S UPPORTED RLMS S AND LINES OF CODE .
RLMS
WebLab-Deusto
FCEIA-UNR

Lines of code
890
141

time of this writing.
D. Results analysis
This subsection analyzes the approach presented, mainly
from the point of view of the complexity and ﬂexibility of the
system.
First, let us analyze what is required to support a new
C/LMS. In the case of those supporting IMS LTI, nothing is
required. As seen on Table I, supporting Moodle 2.3 costs
zero lines of code, since no plug-in is required. In the case
of those systems where a plug-in is required, the system
does not need to deal with authorization (which courses can
access which laboratories is implemented in the LabManager),
neither with the particular laboratories (the plug-ins for the
RLMSs are implemented in the LabManager), but only implementing the HTTP interface. Additionally, it is possible to
support the HTTP interface for supporting SCORM objects
and therefore the same SCORM objects can be shared among
different LMSs. As seen on Table I, implementing this requires
really few lines of code (and take into account that code for
administration pages is included).
Second, let us analyze what is required to support a
new RLMS. A plug-in must be developed in Python in the
LabManager, and it will be automatically used by all the
C/LMSs. This plug-in depends on the complexity of the RLMS
interface. Table II shows that it still requires few lines of code
in the case of WebLab-Deusto and FCEIA-UNR.
These results show that a small amount of code is actually
required for both C/LMS and RLMS support. This is so since
the LabManager already implements some of the key shared
features, such as user interfaces and selecting which RLMSs
are available for each particular course (see Figure 3).
Third, it is remarkable that using this design, every component is implemented only once. The FCEIA-UNR plugin is developed using Python in the LabManager and it is
automatically available for all the C/LMS, present and future,
regardless they are implemented on PHP (Joomla, Moodle),
TCL (dotLRN), Java (Sakai, which supports IMS LTI) or
any other technology. No re-implementation is required. This
should encourage RLMS developers to develop and provide
their own plug-ins to support a wide range of C/LMS systems.
Fourth, as explained in [30], in the RLMS side, depending
on its complexity, it is possible to achieve more complex
chains. For example, WebLab-Deusto supports transitive federation (University A sharing a laboratory to University B automatically enables University B to re-share it with University

C). Applied to this case, this means that being the LabManager
in University C still enables students to access laboratories of
University A.
Finally, from the point of view of efﬁciency, it might
seem that so many layers add an notable latency. However,
while the reservation process might add this latency due to the
different networks that could be involved (user → C/LMS →
LabManager → RLMS), the interaction with the ﬁnal RLMS
is direct, so the added latency once using the laboratory is
zero.
VI.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

This contribution is based on the assumption that it is
possible to integrate remote laboratories in C/LMSs using
federation protocols [1]. On top of this assumption, it shows
how it is possible to use this approach collecting several
common features (e.g., authorization or federation protocols
clients) into a single software component. This way, instead
of multiplying the supported C/LMSs by the RLMSs for calculating the number of integrations (e.g., supporting 4 C/LMSs in
3 RLMSs would require 12 ad hoc integrations), the number of
integrations are notably decreased (e.g., supporting 4 C/LMSs
in 3 RLMS would only require 4 integrations with the middle
component plus 3 RLMS plug-ins, which not only sums only
7, but each integration is much smaller). Additionally, this
encourages different RLMS developers to work together in
the support of C/LMSs that will be automatically supported
for them.
So as to demonstrate it, this middle component has been
implemented, as well as support for certain RLMSs (WebLabDeusto, FCEIA-UNR) and C/LMSs (using both IMS LTI –
which includes Moodle since 2.2 and Sakai among others–; as
well as through plug-ins in Joomla, Moodle 1.9 and dotLRN).
The number of lines of code have been presented to verify that
once the middle component (called LabManager) is implemented, all these integrations become small, therefore reusing
a lot of code (the whole LabManager). This implementation
is open source and available for being tested7 .
Regarding future work, ongoing efforts on polishing the
system target to use it in production in different universities
with students. There are other efforts to support other approaches in the consumer side, to not only support C/LMSs
but also Personal Learning Environments (PLEs) such as
Graasp[31], as well as other architectures that connect different
tools, such as GLUE! [27]. Additionally, one of the drawbacks
of the current provider API is that it only supports requests
for accessing the remote laboratory at the time of the request,
instead of also supporting a calendar-based booking scheme.
With its support, more RLMSs will be supported. Finally, the
system does not support usage retrieval at this stage.
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Fig. 3.

Example screen of the Lab Manager
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